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Abstract—Mobile cellular networks are now serving all kinds 
of Internet of Things (IoT) communications. Since current 
contention-based random access and radio resource allocation 
are optimized for traditional human communications, massive 
IoT communications cannot be efficiently accommodated. For 
this reason, standardization activities for connecting IoT devices, 
such as Cellular-IoT (C-IoT), have emerged. However, there have 
been few studies devoted to the evaluation of the performance 
of the C-IoT communications with periodic data transmissions, 
despite their being the common characteristics of many IoT 
communications.

Herein, we evaluate the capacity of mobile cellular networks 
in accommodating periodic C-IoT communications, focusing 
on differences in performance between LTE and Narrowband- 
IoT (NB-IoT) networks. To achieve this, we conduct end-to-end 
performance analyses of both control and data planes, including 
the random access procedure, radio resource allocation, and 
bearer establishment in EPC network. Moreover, we determined 
the effect of immediate release of radio resources considered 
in 3GPP. Numerical evaluation results show that NB-IoT can 
accommodate more IoT devices than LTE, although this results 
in significant latency in data transmission. Furthermore, we find 
that the number of IoT devices that can be accommodated 
increases up to 20.7 times with immediate release of radio 
resources.

Index Terms—Cellular Internet of Things (C-IoT), narrowband 
IoT (NB-IoT), Radio Access Network, Mobile core networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, mobile networks only accommodate human 
devices, such as smartphones, however, they are now also 
serving numerous Internet of Things (IoT) communications. 
Because the current control- and data-plane mechanisms of 
mobile cellular networks, such as contention-based random 
access, radio resource allocation, and bearer establishment 
procedure, are predominantly optimized for human commu
nications, IoT communications cannot generally be efficiently 
accommodated. IoT traffic has different characteristics from 
human communications. In particular, the Third-Generation 
Partnership Project (3GPP) assumes that most cellular IoT 
traffic results from periodic data transmissions of Mobile

Autonomous Reporting (MAR) such as sensors and smart 
meters [1], [2]. In [1], the 3GPP presents a typical example 
of an inter-arrival time distribution for MAR: 1 day (40%), 2 
hours (40%), 1 hour (15%), and 30 minutes (5%).

For this reason, standardization activities for connecting 
IoT devices to cellular networks, such as Cellular-IoT (C- 
IoT), have emerged. C-IoT can be deployed over an existing 
infrastructure, and is advantageous in terms of maintaining 
security and managing radio interference. Among C-IoT ra
dio technologies, Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT) is optimized for 
most IoT communications that transmit small data. Moreover, 
in standardization activities, the immediate release of radio 
resources after the completion of data transmissions is con
sidered [3], [4], whereas radio resources are kept allocated at 
least 10 seconds in traditional mobile cellular networks. The 
immediate release of radio resources would have a consider
able effect in accommodating IoT communications with small 
data transmissions.

In order to improve the capacity of mobile cellular networks 
for IoT communications, various methods have been proposed. 
Previous studies [4], [5] have focused on accommodating 
periodic data transmissions in the mobile cellular network. 
In [4], power consumption with the application of immediate 
release of radio resources was studied, however, the authors 
did not consider the collisions of preamble transmissions and 
radio resource allocation. The authors of [5] evaluated both 
the collision of preamble transmissions and radio resource 
allocation, however, the immediate release of radio resources 
was beyond the scope of the work. [6] compared the per
formance of NB-IoT with Long Term Evolution (LTE) while 
considering various data sizes. The authors of [7] evaluated 
the effect of collisions between preamble transmissions in 
detail with numerical analysis or simulation. In summary, 
few existing studies have evaluated the performance of C-IoT 
communications with periodic data transmissions in terms of 
the immediate release of radio resources.

The main contributions of this paper are therefore an analy-
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Fig. 1: Mobile core network architecture.

sis of the performance of periodic C-IoT communications, and 
a numerical evaluation of the effect of immediate release of 
radio resources. We show the mathematical analysis of both 
data- and control- plane performance, including random access 
procedures, radio resource allocation, bearer establishment, 
and user-data transmission. We adopted a two-dimensional 
Markov chain model to analyze the behavior of User Equip
ments (UEs) in a random access procedure. We also exploited 
queuing theory for the derivation of the failure probability 
of radio resource allocation and the time required for bearer 
establishment. We give numerical evaluation results of these 
analyses in order to compare the performance of the LTE 
and NB-IoT networks, in addition to the effect of immediate 
release of radio resources.

II. Ne t w o r k  Mo d e l

The mobile network architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It 
consists of two networks, an evolved universal terrestrial radio 
access network (E-UTRAN) and EPC. We assume that when 
the UE transmits data, it first conducts a random access 
procedure in order to obtain radio resources. Following this, 
a bearer establishment procedure is executed to set up bearers 
for the UE, which are the logical transmission paths in the 
data plane. Finally, the UE sends the user data.

A. Random Access Procedure and Radio Resource Allocation 
in E-UTRAN

E-UTRAN consists of user equipments (UEs) and eNodeBs. 
An eNodeB implements a remote radio head and accom
modates multiple IoT UEs, which transmit data periodically. 
We assume that all UEs transmit data of the same size with 
identical periodic interval.

When the UE starts data transmission, it conducts a 
contention-based random access, termed the Radio Resource 
Control (RRC) connection setup procedure, in both the LTE 
and NB-IoT [8], [9]. This process consists of the following 
four steps:

1) The UE transmits a preamble to the eNodeB, which is 
randomly selected from multiple preambles reserved in 
the cell. The number of preambles is 54 in LTE and 48 
in NB-IoT.

2) When the eNodeB receives the preamble, it transmits a 
Random Access Channel (RACH) response message to 
the corresponding UE.

h UE eNodeB | MME SGW/PGW

RRC connection setup

Initial UE Msg.

NAS Identity req.

Auth info req to HSS

Auth. info ans from HSS

NAS Authentication req

NAS Authentication res.

NAS Security Mode cmd.

NAS Security Mode cmp.

Initial Ctxt Setup req. 

Initial Ctxt Setup res.
Modify Bearer req.

Modify Bearer res.______ 640

Create Bearer req.

Activate Ded. Eps Bearer req. 

Modify Eps Bearer Ctxt req. 336

Activate Ded. Bearer Ctxt Acc.

Create Bearer res.

num of 
statements

Fig. 2: Signaling flow for bearer establishment.
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3) The UE that has received the RACH response message 
sends an RRC connection request message to the eN
odeB. This request message contains the identity of the 
UE.

4) After receiving the RRC connection request message, 
the eNodeB transmits an RRC connection setup message 
to the UE that includes cell setting information.

When the UE receives the RRC connection setup message 
including its identity, the random access procedure has suc
cessfully finished. If this does not occur, the random access 
has failed and the procedure is performed again after a back 
off time.

When the UE completes the RRC connection setup, radio 
resources are allocated to the UE. Radio resources and RRC 
connections are allocated until the inactivity timer expires. 
The typical value of an inactivity timer is 10 [s] [10]. In 
3GPP, the immediate release of radio resources after data 
transmissions is considered [9], such that the radio resource 
and RRC connection are immediately released when the UE 
concludes data transmission. It would be effective to have 
IoT communications with small data transmissions. Such a 
possibility is evaluated in this paper.

B. Bearer Establishment Procedure in EPC

As shown in Fig. 1, EPC consists of a serving gate- 
way/packet data network gateway (SGW/PGW), a mobile 
management entity (MME), a home subscriber server (HSS), 
and a policy and charging rules function (PCRF). Fig. 2 shows 
the signaling flow when a UE changes its state from idle to 
active and sends a communication request after the RRC con
nection setup. In this figure, req. and res. represent a request 
and a response message, respectively. Msg. stands for “mes
sage” . Ctxt, Ded., and Acc mean “Context” , “Dedicated” , 
and “Accept” , respectively. The figure includes the number 
of statements executed by each EPC node for processing each
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signaling message in the programs. This number is obtained by 
analyzing the source code of OpenAirInterface [11]. Note that 
each processing of signaling messages has a different number 
of statements, meaning that each message imposes a different 
load on the corresponding EPC node.

III. A n a l y s i s

We give analytical results for the average of service time, 
which is defined as the time between the moment at which the 
a UE starts a random access procedure and when it completes 
a bearer establishment procedure and data transmission. The 
service time t service is the sum of random access time t r , 
bearer establishment time t b and data transmission time td, as 
presented (1).

t service t r  +  t b  +  t d (1)

A. Random Access Time

As explained in Subsection II-A, when the UE starts a 
random access procedure, it transmits a preamble, and radio 
resource allocation is performed if  no collision has occurred 
in the preamble transmission. After data transmission with the 
allocated radio resource, the UE waits for the next communica
tion timing. On the other hand, when a collision occurs in the 
preamble transmission or when the radio resource allocation 
fails, the UE restarts preamble transmission after waiting for 
a MAC-level back off whose length is randomly determined 
within a range of up to BM  [slots]. Note that the length of 
a slot is equal to 0.5 [ms] in both LTE and NB-IoT [9]. 
This procedure is repeated up to NM  — 1 times until both 
the preamble transmission and radio resource allocation have 
been successfully completed. In this paper, we also consider 
the application-level back off after NM  — 1 times of MAC- 
level back off. For simplicity, the length of the application 
back off is fixed at BA  [slots].

1) State Transition Diagram: We exploit a two dimensional 
Markov chain to model the above-described behavior of a 
UE, depicted in Fig. 3. This is based on the models in [7], 
[12], which we have extended to include MAC-level back off, 
application-level back off, and wait time after data transmis
sion for periodic communications. All state transitions take 
1 [slot]. In Fig. 3, Tc is the data transmission cycle of UEs. 
BM  [slots] is the maximum time for the MAC-level back off. 
BA  [slots] is the time for the application-level back off. pf  

is the probability that the preamble transmission collides or 
succeeds without collision but the radio resource allocation 
fails nonetheless. pi j  represents the probability of transition 
from state (i — 1,0) to state ( i , j ). No description of transition 
probability indicates that the transition probability is 1.0. We 
assume that data transmission is completed prior to beginning 
the transmission of the next cycle. Therefore, we consider that 
Tc > t r  is always satisfied.

When a UE is in states such as (1,0), • • • , (NM , 0), de
picted in orange ellipses in Fig. 3, the UE transmits a pream
ble. When the preamble transmission and radio resources 
allocation have been conducted successfully, the UE waits for 
the next data transmission, depicted by blue arrows. On the

Transitions for next data transmission 

Transitions for MAC-level back off 

Transitions for application-level back off

O  States for preamble transmission I

Fig. 3: State transition diagram for random access procedure

other hand, when the UE fails the preamble transmission or 
radio resources allocation, it begins the MAC-level back off, 
depicted by orange arrows. When these failures are repeated 
NM  times, an application-level back off occurs, depicted by 
a red arrow.

By calculating the probability of the UE being in each state, 
defined as the state probability, we obtain the average time 
required for the random access procedure. According to Fig. 3, 
when the probability of state ( i , j ) is denoted by n^ j), the 
following equations are satisfied for i =  0,1, • • • , (Tc —t r  — 1), 
j  =  2, 3, • • • , Nm , and k =  0,1, • • • , (Bm — 1).

n (0,i ) =  n  (0,0) (2)

n (1,0) =  n(0,0) (3)
Bm — 1

n(j,k) =  53  n(j — 1,0)pj,i
i=k

BM — k j - 1
-P f n(0,0)BM

(4)

Since the sum of the probabilities of all states must equal 1.0, 
the following equation is satisfied:

Tc — tr — 1 Nm Bm — 1
n(0,i) +  n (1,0) +  n(j,k) =  1 (5)

i = 0  j = 2  k = 0

According to (2)-(5), the state probability of the initial 
state (0,0) is derived by (6).

n  = ________________2(1 — Pf )________________
(0,0) 2(T c  — tr +  1)(1 — Pf ) +  (Bm  +  1)P f  (1 — PfNM — 1)

(6)
In order to calculate the state probabilities, it is necessary 

to obtain Pf and tr ; these are not given as system parameters. 
Pf is derived using (7), where Pc is the collision probability 
of the preamble transmission and Pr is the failure probability 
of the radio resource allocation.

P f  =  1 — (1 — P c ) (1 — P r ) (7)

P c and P r  are given below. In order to calculate t r , we consider 
the detailed behavior of MAC- and application-level back offs. 
Since an application-level back off occurs after a MAC-level
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back off is repeated (NM  -  1) times, t r  is given by the 
following equations, where t M  is the average time for MAC- 
level back offs with successful preamble transmission, and 
t A  is the average time for an application-level back off with 
(NM  -  1) times of MAC-level back offs.

t r

nA

= 2̂ (p f N M > k 1 ((k  -  1)t A  + t M  ) (8)
k=1

t M

B  I 1 N M - 1

= 1 +  Bm2+ 1 £  p f
2 i = 1

(9)

t A = 1 +  BM+^(Nm -  1) +  Ba (10)

2) Preamble Transmission Probability: In this study, we 
assume that when two or more UEs transmits the same 
preamble at the same time, a collision occurs and that all 
colliding preamble transmissions fail. In this case, the UEs 
perform MAC-level back off.

Therefore, pc, i.e., the collision probability of preamble 
transmission, can be obtained using (11), where nu is the 
number of UEs accommodated in the eNodeB, P is the 
number of preambles and pt is the probability at which the 
UE is in a state of preamble transmission.

model, the steady-state distribution of the number of jobs in 
a system is represented by (14),

(At  )n

P(L = n) =  -----  (0 < n < K ) (14)

K  M .
N  i !
i = 0

where A is the job arrival rate, t  is the serving time, K  is 
the number of servers, and L is the number of jobs in the 
system. In our model, P (L = K ) corresponds to the failure 
probability of radio resource allocation, pr , which has the 
following parameter calculations:

A = nsnupt(1 -  pc) (15)

T = T (16)

K =
nR

(17)
n Ru

where ns is the number of slots per second and Ti is the 
inactivity timer discussed in Subsubsection III-A3. When we 
employ the immediate release of radio resources, we set 
the value of Ti to t service. This means that t service and pr 
are dependent upon one another. Therefore, when obtaining 
numerical results, we make iterations for the calculation of 
t service and pr until both values converge.

pc =
i  -  )

( n u - l ) p t

(11)

According to Fig. 3, pt is derived by (12).

Nm

pt =  53 n( i ,o)
i = 1

(12)

With (4) and (6), this equation can be expanded as follows.

2(1 -  p N M)
p t

2(Tc -  t r +  1)(1 — pf ) +  (Bm  +  1)pf (1 — pNM 1)
(13)

3) Radio Resource Allocation: Even when a UE succeeds 
in preamble transmission, data transmission can be made 
only when radio resource allocation has been successfully 
conducted, otherwise, the UE goes into a MAC-level back 
off.

The number of resource blocks in LTE and NB-IoT with a
given radio bandwidth is denoted by nR . For simplicity, it is
assumed that the number of resource blocks allocated to each
UE is fixed at nR u. The maximum number of UEs to which
the network can concurrently allocate the radio resource is
then -n^  . We also assume that the radio resource is kept Ln«uJ F
allocated until the inactivity timer expires. Furthermore, for
simplicity, we assume that a Poisson arrival process of UEs
that successfully transmit their preambles. We then employ
the M / D / K / K  queuing model [13] to derive the failure
probability for radio resource allocation. In the M / D / K / K

B. Bearer Establishment Time
Based on the signalling flow in Fig. 2, the bearer estab

lishment time t b is the sum of the propagation delays of all 
signaling messages, denoted by t T , and the processing times 
of all messages, denoted by t t .

t b =  t T +  t t (18)

In this paper, we use the analysis results of the bearer estab
lishment time in our previous study [14], while we modify the 
calculation of the average processing time.

To derive the average processing time at a mobile core node, 
we employ the M/G/1/PS queuing model [15] and assume that 
the arrival of signaling messages at a node follows a Poisson 
distribution. In the M/G/1/PS model, the mean sojourn time 
E[R] can be derived as follows (19):

E [R]
Pr E\S^ +  

1 -  p 2E[S]
1 -  Pr  

1 -  P
E[S ] (19)

where A is job arrival rate, S (x ) is workload distribution, 
E[S] is the mean workload, and r  is the maximum number 
of parallel processing runs. P is the system utilization, and is 
given by the following equation.

p = AE [S] (20)

In our analysis, a job to be processed at a server corresponds 
to a signaling message to be processed at a mobile core 
node. The workload of each job corresponds to the number of 
statements in the program executed at the mobile core node 
for processing the signaling message, and this is presented 
numerically in Fig. 2. The job arrival rate at node N , denoted 
by An , corresponds to the number of signaling messages
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arriving per unit time at node N . Note that the jobs for the 
bearer establishment arrive only from UEs that successfully 
finish the preamble transmission and radio resource allocation. 
Consequently, the time distribution for processing signaling 
messages at node N , denoted by SN, corresponds to the 
distribution of the workload. Accordingly, the mean workload 
E[SN ] can be calculated on the basis of the average number 
of statements for processing signaling messages and the server 
resource of node N . AN, E[SN], and E [SN] may therefore 
be derived as (21)-(23),

An
= Pn  nu  nE  (1 -  pf  )pt 

=  TTc
(21)

E[Sn  ]
Pn  t

= y -  L N i

~={ Rn  Pni = 1

Pn  t 2
= L N i

r N p n

(22)

E[SN  ] (23)

where PN is the number of messages processed at node N  in 
the signaling flow, nE is the number of eNodeBs accommo
dated in the EPC, RN is the amount of server resource of node 
N  in terms of the number of statements that can be processed 
per unit time, and LNi is the number of the statements of the 
program involved in the processing of a i th signaling message 
at node N .

C. Data Transmission Time

When the link speed between nodes N 1 and N2 is WNi,N2 
and the message size is C, a time t dNi ,N2 is required to 
transmit the message; this is derived by (24).

t dN!,N2

C

Wn u n 2
(24)

The data transmission time t d is the sum of all data and 
signaling message transmissions and is derived as (25),

t d ^  ; (ndN1,N2 • t dN1,N2 ) (25)
Ni ,N2£V

where V represents a set of nodes which transmit data and 
signaling messages and nd N i ,N2 is the number of data and 
signaling messages transmitted from N1 to N2.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present numerical evaluation results of 
the analysis in Section III.

A. Parameter Settings

We set the parameters as follows: Tc = 20,000 [slots], Ti 
= 10 [s], Bm  = 20 [ms], nM = 10, P = 54 (for LTE) / 
48 (for NB-IoT), and BA = 1 [s]. nR is determined while 
we assume that the radio bandwidth of both LTE and NB- 
IoT is 20 [MHz] and NB-IoT is deployed In-band mode. The 
propagation delays of signaling messages and the link speed 
between EPC nodes are configured as follows (note that the 
propagation delays do not include the processing time for 
signaling messages).

. UE-eNodeB: 20 [ms], 22.8 [Mbps] (for LTE) / 0.106 
[Mbps] (for NB-IoT)

. eNodeB-SGW/PGW: 7.5 [ms], 1000 [Mbps]

. eNodeB-MME: 10 [ms], 1000 [Mbps]

. SGW/PGW-MME: 10 [ms], 1000 [Mbps]

Note that the data rate of the link between UE and eNodeB is 
determined based on nR and NRu. The values of the resources 
of the EPC nodes are as follows.

. UE: 1.5 x 106 [statements/s]
• eNodeB: 3.0 x 106 [statements/s]
. MME: 1.0 x 107, 8.0 x 107 [statements/s]
• SGW/PGW: 1.0 x 107, 8.0 x 107 [statements/s]

These parameter settings are based on the assumption that 
SGW and PGW are integrated into a single node, as in the 
state-of-the-art implementation design of EPC. We also as
sume that MME, HSS, and PCRF are virtualized and located in 
the cloud environment owned by the mobile network operator, 
whereas eNodeB and SGW/PGW are located in the transport 
network without virtualization.

B. Results and Discussions

1) Comparison of LTE and NB-IoT: Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) 
present the service time t service in (1) as a function of the 
number of accommodated UEs in the network. Fig. 4(a) is the 
case when the amount of server resources corresponding to 
MME and SGW/PGW is 1.0 x 107 [statements/s], and Fig. 4(b) 
is for 8.0x 107 [statements/s]. In the figures, the numbers in the 
legend indicate the size of the data transmitted. (Ite) indicates 
the results of LTE and (nb) is for NB-IoT. In both figures, we 
can observe that the service time becomes quite large when 
the number of UEs reaches a certain value. We consider that 
number as the number of UEs that can be accommodated 
with in the network. When the number of UEs is small, the 
processing time of signaling messages and the random access 
time are enough small to ignore. However, the propagation 
delays of signaling messages and the data transmission time 
do not depend on the number of accommodated UEs with in 
the network.

From Fig. 4(a), we can observe that LTE and NB-IoT 
networks can accommodate the same number of UEs. This 
results from the fact that the server resources of MME and 
SGW/PGW nodes are insufficient and these nodes are the 
bottleneck of the network. It is also shown that the service time 
of LTE is smaller than that of NB-IoT. This is because results 
from the fact that of the difference in the amount of allocated 
radio resource to each UE, 2/3 RBs for NB-IoT compared to 
6 RBs in the case of LTE. This difference also results in an 
increased service time when increasing data size. In LTE, the 
service time remains almost unchanged for any data size to be 
transmitted, whereas it increases significantly in NB-IoT.

From Fig. 4(b), on the other hand, when the server resources 
of MME and SGW/PGW are increased, it is found that NB- 
IoT can accommodate more UEs than LTE because that the 
smaller amount of allocated radio resource for each UE in NB- 
IoT results in a larger number of UEs that are successfully
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Fig. 4: Evaluation results
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allocated the radio resource concurrently. In other words, 
in Fig. 4(b), the radio access network is the bottleneck, as 
opposed to the condition in Fig. 4(a) where EPC nodes are 
the bottlenecks.

2) Effect of immediate release of radio resources: Fig. 4(c) 
shows the evaluation results of an LTE network when the data 
size is 2,000 [bytes] and the server resources of the EPC nodes 
are 6.4 x 108 [statements/s]. In the figure, Ti indicates the value 
of the inactivity timer and Ti =  immediate suggests results 
with immediate release of radio resources. Tc indicates the 
data transmission cycle of UEs. The figure shows that the 
immediate release of radio resources can significantly improve 
the network capacity because the holding time of the allocated 
radio resource decreases. In other words, the bottleneck of 
the network moves from the radio access network to the EPC 
nodes by introducing the immediate release of radio resources.

Moreover, the figure shows that the immediate release of 
radio resources with Tc =  1 [s] is more effective than that 
with Tc =  10 [s]. In detail, when Tc =  1 [s], the number 
of UEs that can be accommodated in the network increases 
to 20.7 times, compared to 11.9 times for Tc =  10 [s]. The 
reason of this is that the communication requests generated 
from UEs increases when Tc is small. Following this, the 
immediate release of radio resources can significantly increase 
the number of communication requests accommodated per unit 
time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented mathematical analyses of the 
performance of mobile cellular networks that accommodate 
periodic C-IoT communications with immediate release of ra
dio resources. We compared the performance of LTE and NB- 
IoT networks and demonstrated that the NB-IoT network can 
accommodate larger number of UEs than the LTE network, but 
gives the larger latency in data transmission. We also showed 
that the effect of the immediate release of radio resources is 
quite substantial for periodic C-IoT communications.

In future work, we plan to explore optimal parameter 
configurations of LTE and NB-IoT networks in accommodat
ing periodic C-IoT communications, based on the analysis 
in this paper. Also, the evaluation of methods that reduce 
the overhead of bearer establishment procedure as in [14] 
is an important issue for effectively accommodating C-IoT

communications to mobile cellular networks. Additionally, 
we plan for experimental evaluation to support the results 
mentioned in this paper.
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